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An apparatus hac been constructed for the safe handling of tritium as part
of a series of muon-catalyzed fusion experiments. The equipment was de-
signed to handle 100 kCi of tritium. The main parts of this system are

, the oil-tree high vacuum and transfer system, and the quadrupole mass
_ analyzer for a direct determination of the target content. The system was

• used successfully for five continuous periods of operation of over one month
each. k new target system was constructed at Lawrence Livermore Na-

tional Laboratory (LLNL) for ultimate use at Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI)
to investigate the high temperature and high pressure region.

INTRODUCTION:

The handling of tritium presents serious problems for the experimenter be-
cause not only is it an isotope of hydrogen with the accompanying explosion



and embrittlement hazards but it is radioactive. Tritium is a weak beta

emitter with a very high specific activity of 9720 Ci/g and a maximum

energy of 18.61 keV. Wkile early experiments were done in a rather un-
controlled manner, current radiation protection philosophy requires double
containment of all components in which more than a few Curies of tritium
are resident.

' GAS HANDLING SYSTEM:
The apparatus was l_d out in such a manner as to permit the transfer of
deuterium and tritium from storage to the target cell and back to storage
again in a wide variety ofmodes (Fig.l). The gas handling system was
used with different target cells covering the density range of 0.01 to 1.4
(normalized to liquid hydrogen density N0=4.25x10_2a_oms/cm a) and for
a temperature range from 10 to 300 K. A new target system has been con-
structed to go to 2000 K.

General Construction

To fulfil the safety requirements the apparatus is mostly contained within

a steel framework (1.3 x ]..3 x 2.6 m) fitted with aluminium side panels
with transparent windows. The equipment for gas transfer, storage and

gas cleaning as well as the tritium supply containers are arranged on two
shelves within this framework. An additional small box (0.4 x 0.5 x 1.0 m)
houses the high vacuum pump, metering, and the quadrupole masD spec-
trometer. Access is possible through a number of gloveports.
No attempt was made to make the glove box vacuum tight. On the con-
trary, the main box contained a filtered opening in the floor (to obtain an
airflow of at least 1 m3/s) and was connected to the PSI et_uent stack. This

-- line was monitored constantly with an ion chamber instrument as soon as

' tritium was in the apparatus.

All piping was _onstructed of welded stainless steel (SS316L) or hard-
soldered copper. Where weld or hard-solder joints were not practical, com-
ponents were joined with Cajon VCR fittings using silver,plated nickel gas-
kets. Most of the valves used are manually operated bellow valves with
steel seats.

Pumping System
The main part of the gas handling system is an oil-_ee pumping system.
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The pumps were arranged in such a manner that they could be used as a
high vacuum, transfer or pressurizing system, as needed.
The basis of the vacuum system is a cascade of four pump_. The first is a

magnetic- bearing turbomolecular pump (TMP) [1] with a pumping speed
of 500 liter/s for hydrogen. The output of this pump is fed into a Normetex
dry spiral pump (SBP) [2] with a speed of 4 liter/s. This pump is operated
at an inlet pressure of 2=10-2 mbar and an exhaust pressure of 100 mbar.
The third and fourth are metal bellows pumps (MBP) [3] working in series
at a pumping speed of 1 liter/s and an exhaust pressure of l bar. This

pump train was proposed by D.O.Coffln [4] for use at the Tritium System
Test Assembly (TSTA) as a safe, lubricant-free, noncontaminating system
for ultimate use in fusion reactors.

For gas transfer from target to storage or from one storage tank to another,
the Normetex pump and both metal bellows pumps are used.
To provide tritium with a pressure of up to 4 bar it was necessary to add
a fifth pump to the train. This pump, on loan by the Los Alamos Na-

tional Laboratory, is a welded diaphragm pump (DCO) {5] with a rate of
1.4 liter/s, a suction pressure of 1 bar, and a discharge pressure of 4 bar.
This compressor has a triple diaphragm, with the "g_" diaphragm welded
to the pumping cavity to ensure a hermetic seal for the tritium, and with

provision for the detection of a failure in the inner membrane. This pump
together with the Normetex and metal bellows pumps were used to provide
tritium with a pressure of 4 bar for the purification process.

Gas Cleaning Unit
Because of the stringent requirements of limiting impurities to less than one

ppm, gas purification via a paUadium-silver diffusion unit [6] was the only
way to succeed. Two hydrogen diffusion units were used. One unit was
used as manufactured for purifiying deuterium, while the second unit was
extensi,vely modified to remove parts that were incompatible with tritium
and was seal_d inside a vacuum box.

Mixture Preparation

k variety of mixtures of deuterium-tritium as well as protium-tritium and
triple mixtures were prepared for experimems at PSI. The normal proce-
dure for preparing a mixture of deuterium and tritium was the following:



First deuterium was added through the diffusion unit into the measured

1-11ter volume. After a suitable pressure was reached in the metering vol-

ume, a measured amount of gas was expanded into the cold (about 20K)
target ceU. The calculated amount _of gas was added in several stage._. The
metering volume was then evacuated and tritium was then admitted into
the metering volume through its palladium diffuser. Measured amounts of

tritiumwere added to the target ceU by slowly opening the interconnecting
valve so as to prevent back-diffusion of the deuterium-tritium mixture.

Safety Considerations

Emergency Power Supply:
The apparatus was equipped with a battery-buffered power supply to sup-
port the tritium monitors, the pressure sensor, the safety valve, the tem-
perature unit and the alarm devices for more than half an hour in case of
an electrical power failure.

Emergency Storage:
The gas handling system was equipped with two activated uranium stor-

age beds to contain the deuterium-tritium mixtures in solid form (at room
temperature) as uranium hydrides in case of emergency. A third uranium
bed was connected to the vacuum chamber surrounding the target cell.

AU storage beds were loaded with approximately 450 g of uranium each
and were capable of storing at least 25 1 (at 40% loading) of hydrogen gas
(NPT).
Operational Safety:
Only a few designated, trained personnel were permitted to perform oper-
ations that involved the transfer of tritium. A target watcher category was

established to include personnel who watched the target system remotely
- and could perform emergency operations.

Radiation Monitoring:

Three proportional counter-type instruments and one ion chamber were
available. The proportional counters were permanently installed to moni-
tor the ventilation line of the glove box, the air in the beam-line cave and
the atmosphere in the experimented hall. The ion chamber instrument was
used as a leak detector be:_.brethe experiment and during operation of the
gas handling system.



MIXTURE ANALYSIS:
To analyze the data collected in the experiment, it was necessary to have

au accurate knowledge of the relative concentrations of the various isotopic
molecules.

For most of the experimental conditions in/_CF'experiments the man prob-
lem was to analyze DT mixtures:

- the equilibrium between D2, DTand T2 is temperature dependent {7]
. - the rate of equilibration is hishly dependent on both temperature and

impurities

- the preparation of the DT mixture plays an important role for the equi-
librium between D2, DT and T2.

Thus it was very important to have au in situ means of determining the
target composition. Therefore a capillary was installed which sampled the

gas in the cold target cell through an adjustable leak [8]. The sample was
analyzed with a quadrupole mass spectrometer [9] which was an integral
part of the gas handling system. (Fig.2)
For a correct understanding of the measured quadrupole data a series of
calibration measurements was necessary. Various well known HD, DT and
HT samples were studied to extract the mass discrimination factors. An-
other point that had to be studied carefully was the dependence of the mass

discrimination factors on the pressure at the inlet valve (proportional to the
target pressure) and on the position of the valve opening (proportional to
the pressure at the mass filter).
This measurement was done with a non-equilibrated HD _ample at different
values of pressure between 0.1 bar and 10 bar.

'HOT' TARGET:
- l:tecent experiments have shown that the fusion yield increases with in-

• creasing density and increasing temperature of the DT mixture. The latest
calculations predict a maximum d/_t-formation rate at about 1200 K. So,
studies of muon-catalyzed fusion at temperatures approaching 1500 - 2000
K (where theory predicts the rates to fall off) are of considerable interest.
Therefore a high-pressure high-temperature target (Fig.3) was designed at
LLNL for ultimate use at PSI (pressure < 2000 bar, temperature _ 2000
K). Promising tests have been performed measuring the temperature pro-
file and the pressure cycle of two different cell materials at LLNL and PSI.



Also a beam test (/_g4 area) was carried out at PSI investigating the back-
gound situation and the efficiency of good/, stops for various target condi-
tions.

General Assembly (Fig,4)

For safety reasons the target cell (Fig.4-3) as well as the cryo intensifier

(Fig.4-5) are placed inside sepaxate vacuum canisters (Fig.4-2,4) and en-
. closed by a vacuum chamber (Fig.4-1). The gas handling is done with

the same system as described above (Fig.4-6,7). The prepared purified gas
mixture is cooled down into the c,"yo intensifier. The temperature of the

intensifier is kept below 20 K (the hydrogen gas is Uquifled). After filling
the cryo unit the high pressure valve is dosed, and then the low pressure
part is disconnected from the high pressure system.

By controlling the temperature of the cryo intensifier (from 80 K to 350 K)
the pressure of the target cell can be regulated to any desired pressure up
to 2000 bar.

The target cell is resistance heated using the cell wall itself as the resis-

tance element. The cell temperature is measured with a tungsten-rhenium

thermocouple placed near the active volume of the cell. As there is a big
difference between this reference temperature and the actual gas tempera-
ture in the center of the cell, a temperature calibration of each target cell
must be done.

The selection of the cell material is still an outstanding problem. Until1

now two different materials (WRe and pure Re) have been tested, but they
were not completly satisfying. We hope to solve this problem by better
processing of the pure Re material or by finding another material with bet-
ter low temperature ductility than WRe.

• CONCLUSION:

The apparatus has been operated successfully with different target cells for
several years. More then 300 kCi tritium have been used in five different

experimental setups. During this time there have been no significant per-
sonnel exposures to tritium.

Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Dept. of Energy by
the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under Contract Number
W-7405-ENG-48.
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Figure Captions:
Figure I:

TC..taxget cell, TMP..magnetic-bea_ng turbomolecular pump, SBP..dry
spiral pump, MBP..metal bellows pump, MDP..metal diaphragm compres-
sor, QMS..quadrupole mass spectrrometer, Pd..pa£1adium-silver diffusion

uRit, U-bed..uranium storage beds, T2..tritium supply (3 double wailed 50-

Liter shipping containers), 1L..1-1iter mixing volume, WD..waste disposal
(12-1iter container), VM..mass spectrometer inlet valve, VS..safety valve,
V..valves,PI-2..MKS Baxatronpressuregauge,P3..WIKA pressuregauge,
P4..Bourdontube gauge

Figure2:

VI-4..valves,VM..m_s spectrometerinletvalve,QMS..quadrupolemass
spectrometer

_ Figure3:

• 1..targetcell(WRe or Mo41Re), 2..highpressurenut,'3..positioningnut
(Mo),4..pressurevessel(BeCu)and tubingforwatercooling(Cu),5..inner

pressurecyUnder(BeCu),6..thermalinsulationcylinder(ZrO2),?..electri-
calinsulationdisc(Macor),8..electricalinsulationcylinder(Macor)

Figure 4:

1..main vacuum chamber, 2..top hat, 3..target cell, 4..bottom hat, 5..cryo
intensifier,6..glovebox,7..gashandlingsystem
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